UPDATE TAGS
New tags have been created for the 125% rule and have been added to students that meet that criteria, please see descriptions HERE. Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) tags from financial aid have been removed as of 5/20/22. If you utilize tags, this is a great time to make sure they are updated.

FEATURE SPOTLIGHT
Ally Clement, Assistant Director of Academic Advising Initiatives, has the most usage of the reports feature within the Navigate platform for the month of April 2022!

REMINDER
Navigate is term based, therefore, any transfer work including AP/IB credit, major changes, especially for new students, will not appear in Navigate until the term has changed in Banner.

IDEA PORTAL
Don’t forget Navigate has an idea portal for you to submit enhancement requests or see what other requests have been submitted and “vote” them up. This can be found by clicking the question mark in Navigate and going to the Help Center and Support Links.